
In 2016, Salomon offers skiers a choice of boots and bindings based on their personal preference: more 
control (SNS), or more snow feel (Prolink). Until today, skiers who wanted access to the outstanding fit and 
performance of Salomon boots and the technology of Salomon skis had to select the SNS system.

Salomon is launching the Prolink system in addition to the SNS system, and will deliver a complete range 
of SNS XC boots and bindings along with a complete range of Prolink XC boots and bindings. The SNS 
system provides outstanding control from the pilot system and the full length guide ridge. The Prolink system 
delivers exceptional snow feel from a low profile boot-binding connection. This exceptional snow feel is 
reinforced by the low, light, direct mounting connection to the skis.

Prolink is a system developed by Salomon and Atomic, based on a technology that is in the public domain.
In addition to its exceptional snow feel attributes, it is compatible with the other primary boot-binding 
system on the market. Salomon guarantees the quality and compatibility of the Prolink system.

BOOTS
SNS and Prolink boots are exactly the same in terms of fit, features and design. The only difference is the 
outsole, allowing compatibility with either SNS or Prolink.

BINDINGS
The two complete ranges of SNS and Prolink bindings feature the same standardized mounting pattern.

SKIS
All Salomon cross country skis are available pre-drilled for optimum position and easy mounting.

The choice is yours.
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THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
IN COMPLEMENT TO THE SNS SYSTEM,  
SALOMON LAUNCHES THE NEW PROLINK SYSTEM

Salomon was born in the French alps in 1947. Our passion for mountain sport progression, 
product development, quality, and craftsmanship drives us to create progressive gear to enable 
freedom and help you challenge yourself in the mountains.
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